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Donald Trump recently endorsed Michigan’s
former U.S. Rep. Mike Rogers for the state’s
open Senate seat, sparking backlash from
GOP Sen. Rand Paul about Trump’s counsel
and his ability to avoid the personnel pitfalls
of his presidency. Today, we discuss Rogers’
intelligence past, his terrible voting record
as a lawmaker, and Trump’s continuing
judgment problem.  

Also in this episode:  

@ 12:33 | Trump just caught a break in Georgia. Is Fani Willis’ entire case about to come crashing
down? 

@ 22:26 | The Biden administration wants you to stop trusting your lying eyes and believe them instead
when they tell you crime is not a problem. Meanwhile, New York is bringing in 750 National Guardsmen
to curb crime. 

@ 22:24 | John Birch Society researcher Peter Rykowski discusses the constitutional outlook on the
upcoming budget battle and the illegal immigration issue at the center of it. 

RELATED 

Read “In Georgia, Judge Dismisses Six Election Interference Charges Against Trump; Willis Case in
Danger.”

Read “Leftists to Trump on Using Military to Quell Riots: No Way! Now? Left Has National Guard in
NYC Subways.”

Sign up HERE to receive legislative alerts you can use to influence legislators.
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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